BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION
ANALYSTS/CONSULTANTS (m/f)
Who we are
Papilium is a management consulting firm, defining and running complex strategic business transformation
projects at top (inter)national companies:


We derive the key question hampering substantial cash flow improvements – the better the
question, the better the answer



We leverage disparate sources of data and emotions, leading to breakthrough hypothesis for
improvements – (big) data analytics connected to (big) value



We refine client’ business models underpinned with innovative distinct capabilities to surge income
statements – committing to ambitious design



We engage all stakeholders along the best transformation path to deliver and secure agreed value –
understanding, teasing, committing, acting to deliver value

Your role
 You conduct profound analytical studies to validate the relevancy of a series of hypotheses.
 You model scenarios and create distinct organisational capabilities based on solid business cases.
 You conduct client specific studies and participate in / organise workshops.
 You take charge of the implementation of the assigned areas of the transformation program.
 You engage and communicate with the client at every possible level (from board to floor level).
 You build teams both within Papilium as well as with clients and business partners.
 You help build the Papilium’ practice.

Your profile
 You have obtained master in economics, management or engineering, preferably with MBA.
 You have gathered up to 6 years of experience in management consulting / other relevant experience.
 You can demonstrate profound analytical and problem solving skills, being eager to leverage teams
 You are able to structure your work and that of your team.
 You are fluent in English, Dutch and French.

Our offer
 As a business consultant you will join a team of highly talented and entrepreneurial people.
 You will work with companies that are leaders in their industry.
 An intensive guidance to grow your career to become a recognized business transformation leader.
 A competitive compensation package within a meritocracy based culture.

Contact
 Please send you curriculum and motivation letter to jobs@papilium.com

